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" We have to get used to our total moral isolation. It is goi ng to get worse. We have to regain our
sense of being, our confidence in reality. not in words:·
- Merton to Milo z
" I know that the only subject for a philo\opher and for a poet

i~

the verb ·'to be.'"
- Milosz to Me rton

It is fascinating to listen in on this conversation from the mid-20th century, between two such distinctive minds. Both of them arc eminently contemporary, yet neither one of them wholly identified with their
time. Much is revealed about our century. about its failures, and about how two very independent thinkers
view themselves within it. with their aspirations and failures.
Merton, who g rew up in Europe. recovers his European voice, disillusioned with both. Both men are
rooted in some form of Catholicism, yet ultimately find themselves to be occupying very different terrain
within that tradition. A great mutual respect exists between them. yet sharp differences emerge. and neither
mee ts the expectations of the other, almost wi llfully so. The frequent twists and reversals of thought are
intriguing.
Merton initi ated the correspondence after readi ng The Capril'e Mind, translated into English in 1953.
He found it "an important book, which makes most other books on the present state of man look abjectly
fooli sh." (p. 3) He comes to his correspondent as a Catholic thinker of great integrity and brings hi s own
concerns as a priest and a monk. Milosz in turn had occasional acquaintance with Merton's poetry in Polish
translation. He considered his own book as severely limited in its audience range of concern. It pertained to
the ways a writer and an inte llectual might relate to a totalitarian society, and illustrates it in the story of four
different men , who in differing degrees lose or retain their integrity as thinkers.
Merton was preoccupied with this problem precisely, and addresses such thinkers in Leuer to an
/1111oce111 Bystander. published later in The Behavior of Tira11s. Milosz comments on the article and a quick
reading of it is most helpful in following their discussion. Merton in turn shows personal concern and continuing interest in the men described in Capril·e Mind.
Milosz refu ses to see himself as the example of integrity Merton looks for in him, and plead s lack of
wisdom. "l am uneasy about being an adult and standing alone . .. my independence has been so to say
enforced upo n me by c ircumstance ." (p. 2 1) He has even less confidence in thinkers in Paris who attempt to
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take a "third position" between Stalinism and capitalism. '"They are all like that. French intellectual s. They are
running around the world looking for a pure, ideal revolution." (p. 80) He finds their "sneer·· a posture, and the
c ult of alienation "the abominable co mplexity of neurotics. A trash can."' (p. 152)
But his own Cathol icism is of doubtful assurance to him in ail thb. and he looks to Merto n for some
creati ve re formulation. He finds The Sign of Jonas falls sho rt. He credits it as changing the monastery from
what it was in literature up until then, but he says "what you describe is like a jung le fo r people who have never
seen one." (p. 60) He pleads fo r something broader, a view of the world redeemed by Christ, not in the form of
abstract theology, but "just o n that border between the imellect and our imagination, a border so rarely explored
(p. 61)
today in religious thinking: we lack an image of the world, ordered by rel ig ion .. :·
Pe rhaps this was one of the spurs that set the d irectio n Merton was taking at the time. The exceptional importa nce of these letters to him is obvious when read in the context of his collected letters. Milosz in
tum confides much about hi s own ambi valences with his sacramen tal practice. how confess ion seems a lie, and
the Mass gymnastics.
He feels free, in the compan y of another poet, to let his imaginatio n run away with him, and evolves
a whole scenario where Merton mig ht go on television to condemn its degradation and demand its improvement.
Milosz is much impressed w ith Loui s Bouyer and comemporary theological writing, but he fi nds his
c losest affinity with Simone Weil , with her stra in of pessimi sm, her view of nature as a realm of " necessity,"
a nd her empathy with Catharism. This strikes q uite a differe nt note than the kind of freedom in nature in
solitary places that suffuses Merton's writing. The two men sink their tap roots below the surface of generic
Catholicism into separate continents of spiritua lity. For Milosz, history is the realm of freedom, for Merton
with his apocalyptic streak, hi story meri t.~ skeptic ism. Both men display equal measures of skepticism and
conviction abo ut human possibility, but with a different mix.
Perhaps one of the best expressions ever of Merton's optimism comes early, and shows what he
wanted to bring to this correspo ndence - a deep hope in the midst of a world that has little to offer:
Milosz - life is on our side. The silence and the Cross, of which we know. are
forces that cannot be defeated. In silence and sufferi ng, in the heartbreaking effo rt
to be honest in the midst of dishonesty ( most of all our own d i ~honesty). in all these
is victory. It is Christ in us who drives us through darkness to a Light of which we
have no conception and which can only be found by passing through apparent
despair. Everyth ing bas to be tested. All relatio nships have to be tried. All loyalties have to pass through fire. Much has to be lost. Much in us bas to be killed,
even much that is best in us. But Victory is certain. The Resurrection is the only
light, and with that lig ht there is no error. (p. 20)
After his move to Berkeley, Milosz is impressed little with the peace movement. having heard the
same rhetoric in pre-war Poland, where it was a tool of Stalin ism. The student movements cause him distress a5
lacking direction, seri o u ~ness: " there is a lot of fog around ... a revolution in a kindergarten:· (p. 165)
ln 1964 Milosz visited Merto n at Gethsemani, and in 1968 Merton saw Milosz in Cali fo rn ia. Perhaps
the best of their exchange is lost to history. Eventually the correspondence thins out, becomes infreq uent as if
what needed to be said had been said. But one suspects that with M ilosz' subsequent interest in Buddhi sm
there was some hidden dialogue being continued.

